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Abstract

Vertical Hearing is an ongoing project focusing on the analysis of spatial perception on the vertical plane. The project consists of two parts, theoretical research based within sound anthropology and artistic work. My theoretical research can be located within the fields of ‘phenomenology’ and ‘anthropology of the senses’. Within scientific research, psychoacoustic hearing tests are undertaken in laboratories. Expanding upon this, my project explores which additional categories influence ‘Vertical Hearing’ in public space, in the contemporary urban environment of everyday life. Thus far I have listed six categories:

- Psychoacoustic Phenomena.
- Dynamics / Movements In Public Space.
- Hierarchy Of Sounds.
- Acoustical Properties Of Space.
- Perspectivity Of The Individual.
- Cultural Forming.

My artistic work expands upon the research to Vertical Hearing by presenting the subject matter as a tangible experience and addressing another parameter: synaesthetic perceptions. The sound sculpture " ! ", which currently exists as a prototype, will be realised for the first time in the House of World Cultures (Haus der Kulturen der Welt) in Berlin in August 2009.
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